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Planet zoo sandbox tips

Posted in Feature Author: Team KKP Publish Date: November 13, 2019 Leave a Comment on Here are some Zoo Planet Tips &amp; Tricks To Build A Better Zoo Negara Planet Zoo gives you a ton of options and options on building the perfect park filled with animals, whether it's a digital safari or a snowy tundra-esque
biodome. But the truth be told, there is a lot going on in the game due to its management options and a multitude of animals to choose from. So should the zoo get away with it? Let us help you with some tips we've learned in our time in the latest sim offer from Frontier Entertainment. Change the pause button in the
space bar that you'll want to pause the game on more often than usual; as in these turn-based real-time CRPGs. Even on the slowest setting, time passes deceptively fast. If you let the game run while you spend 10 or 15 minutes crafting a habitat, you might find dozens of babies were born, adult animals died of old age,
or other problems arose. Get into the habit of interrupting often; map the button to the space bar because it is more accessible. Start Slow, Think Little Don't Give In to the Impulse to Build a Giant Habitat-like Heck. It takes quite a bit of time to start seeing the profits match your efforts. Just like any other SIM game, build
and expand too fast and you'll lose money faster than a rich fat guy in a Thai soap massage brothel. Every habitat and exhibit you build requires a lot of resources to maintain. So take your time and start small for now. Hire a small amount of staff and adopt a realistic amount of animals proportional to your design.
Expand the premises only if you make a profit or get it done. Maximize viewing space Did you know you can add windows to walls so that your audience can tread animals from a better point of view? It is an easy option to miss: you can add windows to solid walls, so you can build windows in bricks and wooden walls.
Create shared habitats to save money If you want to save money on construction costs and get a lot of value from less land, purchase animals that can share their habitats with different species. Giraffes, buffaloes, warthogs, gases, and many others are actually happier occupying the same habitats with certain other
species-zoopedia in the game will tell you who they benefit from life with. It is easier for your staff to manage these animals when they are all together instead of them being spread everywhere. It makes it clearer for your guests to see and learn about different animals without getting tired of walking too far. Animals also
so it's a great situation. Make your work-life staff as convenient as possible, if you have ordered a mechanic or veterinarian to do research or a zookeeper to handle some important tasks, you might wind up waiting a long time, and it's not always obvious why. Staff members may be jam because they cannot use small
facilities at the same time. While one one Cut food, or a mechanic studies the new technology of the zoo, everyone else will have to wait patiently outside, looking through the window if it is the only small facility available. Protip: Research can unlock larger facilities that can be shared by multiple employees.) It might also
be up to guest congestion. If your employees are walking slowly, consider building their own dedicated staff paths so they don't bump into guests. Cheap system to achieve bronze you can unlock the zoo and map in challenge and sand modes by completing the first series of bronze goals in career mode. If this becomes
difficult, keep in mind that you can balance and tweak the game just to achieve them; The game does not record that as cheating. For example, if you want to earn an annual profit of $1,500.00 and get employee happiness levels of over 70% one after another, you can first pay the employee at the lowest profit goal. Then
crank up their salary to get that happiness rating. Use souvenir shops to calm angry customers Just like in real life, tourist traps and gift shops can turn the frown upside down for the masses. If you want to get more money from your guests without them too much, consider researching souvenir shops first before putting in
burger huts and drink stalls. This way, you can get away with increasing admission and charging fees for using the toilet. Sure, donation boxes outside the habitats are big employees, but Planet Zoo guests are more lured by buying big stupid hats from souvenir shops. If you have to, you can adjust loan repayments
Making a profit with the zoo is hard. So why not resort to loans? At one point, anyway. Loans can help you stay afloat and adjust monthly repayments from the loan menu. If you take out a loan, you can adjust how long you want to take it to pay back, which can help you with lower short-term payments, even if you don't
do any real favors in the long run. Use this if 70% think you don't need to start again with a new zoo. Kick Out Rowdy Guests Some of your guests will be. There may be vandals, scumbags and even pickpockets hiding among nice people who just want to look at your zebras and giant snails. You can fire a security guard
and kick them out. Or, you can just do it for fun. Make sure he buys a hat first. This applies to individuals or groups; Protesters don't matter. Be careful when the division of habitats will come a time when you need to zoo, which also means dividing habitats. It's pretty easy to pull some barriers through the middle and turn
that huge habitat into two smaller ones. But before you do that, make sure the gate gets into the same section as the current habitat resident. If you divide a habitat in half and the animal is in one half, but its gate is in the other, Planet Zoo will decide the animal has escaped. Even if that bear or tiger sleeps while you.
You. this, the game will still make this decision. When all else fails, make your animals immortal It's heartbreaking to see animals starve and disease from neglected pregnancy care animals. If you play in sandbox mode, you can turn off animal mortality options and make them live forever. It's unrealistic, sure, but this at
least makes you focus on zoo animals designing better aspects. After all, the game is called Planet Zoo, not Planet Veterinary. Linked tagged PC, planet zoo, planet zoo guide, planet zoo to, simulation game, zoo management sim There is a lot going on in Planet Zoo, and with so many options, menus, animals,
employees, and guests to keep track, it can be easy to feel overwhelmed. As someone who has seen several of my zoos whisper, fail and implode, I'm here to stop you from making the same mistakes I made. Here are some tips and tricks for creating, managing, and running a successful zoo. Remap pause to space bar
(Image Credit: Frontier Developments) By default the space bar is mapped to the snap switch angle, but believe me, you're going to want to pause the game more often than you do just about anything else. Even on the slowest setting, time passes deceptively fast. If you let the game run while you spend 10 or 15
minutes crafting a habitat, you might find dozens of babies were born, adult animals died of old age, or other problems arose. Take in the habit of interrupting often, and tapping the space bar is the most natural way to do it. Start slow and think small (Image Credit: Frontier Developments) My impulse was to build a
habitat, drop a couple of animals into it, make sure they were happy-ish, and then immediately start building another habitat to expand my zoo as fast as I could. But it takes quite a bit of time to start seeing the profits match your efforts, and if you build and expand too fast you're going to quickly sink into a money pit.
Each habitat and exhibition requires a surprising amount of resources to continue running. So don't rush. Start small, and expand only when you make a profit or at least just even breaking. Don't build too much, adopt too many animals or hire too much staff. Check the budget tab regularly to see where you're making
money and where you're losing it. (Image credit: Frontier Developments) You can build solid walls to keep animals in their habitats, and glass walls, so that people can gawk at them, but solid walls with windows built into them look much nicer (and somehow feel more realistic) than just a large empty glass. There is an
easy-to-miss option to add to solid walls (scroll down a little in the box on the bottom right), which allows you to build windows in brick and wood walls. You can make animals immortal in sandbox mode (Image Credit: Frontier Developments) As someone who accidentally allowed animals to starve, contract diseases, and
sustain horrible injuries, let me tell you: it's heartbreaking. If on sandbox mode you can disable all of this. Obviously, it's not realistic, but it might make you happier. And while your human staff members don't age and die, they sometimes give up. You can also stop this and force them to work for eternity in your immortal
zoo. You can play bronze goals in career mode (Image Credit: Frontier Developments)Completing the first series of goals (bronze) in career mode unlocks the zoo and map in challenge and sand modes. That allows you to move on to the next quarry mode. The nice thing is that once you have met any bronze goal, it is
considered done forever, even if you immediately start failure that goal a moment later. Example: in a quarry way zoo, there was a bronze goal for my zoo to make a profit and another goal to achieve my employee's happiness of over 70%. They are hard to achieve at the same time without a lot of balancing and
tweaking. So I reduced the employees' salary to the rock bottom until my profits first met the goal, then immediately cranked their pay up to the maximum to make the employees happy. Even though overpaying my employees threw me into negative profits, it didn't matter because I would have already achieved the profit
goal in the first place. Obviously, this doesn't work if you want to continue career mode to achieve the silver and gold goals for that zoo, but for unlocking the map quickly for use in other ways or to move on to the next quarry mode zoo, it works very well. (Image credit: Frontier Developments) If you are looking to save
money on construction costs and get a lot of value from less land, purchase animals that can share their habitats with different species. Giraffes, buffaloes, warthogs, gases, and many others are actually happier occupying the same habitats with certain other species-zoopedia in the game will tell you who they benefit
from life with. It is easier for your staff to manage these animals when they are all together instead of spreading everywhere and making it clearer for your guests to see and learn about different animals without getting tired of walking too far. And animals like each other. Win-win-win.Your employees need separate
habitats though (Image Credit: Frontier Developments) If you ordered a mechanic or veterinarian to do research or a zookeeper to handle some important tasks, you might end up waiting a long time, and it's not always obvious why. Staff members may be jam because they cannot use small facilities at the same time.
While a zookeeper cuts food, or a mechanic studies Zoo technology, everyone else will have to wait patiently outside, looking through the window if it is the only small facility available. (Research can unlock larger facilities that can be shared by more than one employee.) It might also be up to guest congestion. If your
employees are walking slowly, consider building their own dedicated staff paths so they don't bump into guests. Guests love buying Hats (Image Credit: Frontier Developments) Increasing admission fees for a small zoo will attract complaints. Food and drink stalls are hit and missed. People, shockingly, don't like to pay to
use toilets. Donation boxes placed outside the habitats are large employees, but your guests still usually leave the zoo with hundreds of unspent dollars in their pockets. Can you drain it out of them? Big bad hats. Balloons, too, but mostly, big stupid animal hats. Before you even start putting in the head of the beef burger
huts and drink the stalls, get the souvenir shops researched and make sure everyone can buy a big stupid hat. They will, in large numbers. You can adjust how quickly you need to pay back loans (Image Credit: Frontier Developments) Making a profit with the zoo is hard-and it's kind of hard if I'm honestly waiting for a
post-release patch to make it a little easier. At this point, though, loans can help you stay afloat, and you can adjust your monthly repayments from the loan menu. I'm not advising you to do this, because I have a $50,000 loan for my park that's going to cost me over $215,000 to pay back in the next 34 years. But the
point is, if you take out a loan, you can adjust how long you want to take it back, which can help you with lower short-term payments, even if it doesn't do you any real favors in the long run. You can kick people out of the zoo (Image Credit: Frontier Developments) Some of your guests will be the tools. There may be
vandals, scumbags and even pickpockets hiding among nice people who just want to look at your zebras and giant snails. I've never seen anyone do anything wrong, but if you do, you can fire a security guard and kick them out. Or, you can just do it for fun. Make sure he buys a hat first. This is true for individuals or
groups, though, not protesters. If you divide a habitat, move the gate first (Image credit: Frontier Developments)When building habitats I tend to err on the precautionary side. If Zoopedia tells me that a western plain gorilla needs 780 meters of space, I will overcompensate and build a habitat that has about 2,900 meters
of space. I don't want to risk my gorilla being unhappy, you know? But later I'm going to have to find room for other animals, so I'm going to want to share the habitat a little bit. It's pretty easy to pull some barriers through the middle and turn that huge habitat into two smaller ones. But before you do that, make sure the
gate gets into the same section as the current habitat resident. If you divide a habitat in half and the animal is in half, but the gate is in the other, Planet Zoo will decide the animal has escaped. Even if he sleeps quietly like the bear in the picture above. Is. Is.
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